Abstract--New extension principles in fuzzy set theory are proposed. Fuzzy set category by the use of these extension principles is defined. Finally, the rationality of the extension principles is proved.
INTRODUCTION
Zadeh's extension principle [1] provides a mathematical approach for extending classical functions to fuzzy mappings. It has been considered that extension principle is an important tool in the development of fuzzy arithmetic and other areas. The rationality of Zadeh's extension principle had been proved in [2] under the viewpoint of category. However, in some cases, the extension principle may not be appropriate for pessimistic or conservative decision. In this paper, some new extension principles are first proposed. Fuzzy set categories are then introduced based on the new extension principles. Finally, the rationality of these extension principles are proved. The conclusion obtained in [2] is generalized.
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EXTENSION PRINCIPLES
Let U be a set, :P(U) be the power set of U, and ~'(U) be the fuzzy power set of U. 
B~-,]-I(B),
The statement above is called Zadeh's extension principle.
For the sake of pessimistic decision or conservative decision, other extension principles have been considered in [1] . Now we define the so-called minimal extension principle mad average extension principle as the following. 
The expression above is called minima/extension principle.
where ] is either ]min or ]max. The facts show that there is no difference between the minimal extension principle and Zadeh's extension principle in classical sets. However, they have the following relation in fuzzy sets:
Zadeh's extension principle has many good properties that are discussed in many papers and books. We do not discuss these properties here, but we give the properties of the minimal extension principle here. 
The statement above is called average extension principle.
Clearly, if A 6 P(U), then A = Ao. Moreover,
where ] is either ]p or ]max. This shows that iv and ]max are the same in classical sets under the meaning above. 
the objects of ~ are all ordered pairs (U,~(U)), U E ]SET[; (ii) for all (U,~,(U)), (V, Jc,(V)) E [Jr~l, we write
then ~a forms a category. We call it a-upper fuzzy set category.
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that (gminOimin) (A) = (g'f)min(A),
where f • g is the mapping compound and fmin • Mor((Ul,~a(U1)), (U2,~'a(U2))) (3.1) and gmin • Mor((U2,hr~(U2)), (U3,~',(U3))).
For any u3 • U3, A • 9ra(U1), we consider ((gmin o ]min)(A))(u3) and (g~f)min(A)(u3).
We divide the proof into four cases for discussing.
In this case, (g(u2) = u3) = {u2 [ g(u2) --u3, u2 E U2, imin(A)(u2) > 0} = 0. Thus,
On the other hand,
Hence, 
((g i f)min(A))(u3) = 0 and ((gmin O ]min)(A))(u3) = gmin(]min(A))(u3) = O. So formula (3.1) is
also true. CASE 3. g-l(u3) ~ 0 and Vu2 • g-l(u3), ]min(A)(u2) _> a > 0.
In this case, (g(u2) = u3) = g-l(u2); so we have
Therefore, groin o ]min --(g i f)min holds. 
Then, we can prove that A(ut) = 0, Vut • f-l(u2). If not, then ]min(A)(u2) ~_ oL > O. CASE 4.3. ]min(A)(u2) _> ~ > 0, f-t(u2) # 0, but there exists ul • f-l(u2) s.t. A(ul) _> a > 0.
There must be u2 that satisfies Case 4.
If not, then ((~min o ]min)(A))(ua) = 0, which is a conary. Moreover, the u2 in Case 4.1 or Case 4.2 does not affect the value of ((~minO]min)(A))(u3).
We notice that the u2 does not belong to Case 4.1 and Case 4. 
J ~2e(g(u2)=us)
Thus,
((grninO]min) (A)) (u3) =
From Cases 1-4, we prove the following conclusion:
groin O fmin ----(g i f)min. 
So we have ((groin o ]min)(A))(Wl) # (gmin(]min(A))(Wl).
From the above example, we see that if a = 0, then ~-~ may be not a category. (
(im -)
= ax I fmax : F~(U) ~ Y~(V) and 3f: V > V, s.t. ]max(A)(v) = # ,
where 
THE RATIONALITIES OF EXTENSION PRINCIPLES
In paper [2] , a fuzzy set category ~(L) is defined, i.e., 9 rl induced by Zadeh's extension principle and proved that ~-1 is equivalent to SET. So the rationality of Zadeh's extension principle is proved under the viewpoint of category. We discuss the rationalities of the other extension principles and generalize the conclusion obtained in [2] . We first review some concepts about category. REMARK. When a = 1, 9 rl is equivalent to SET. This is the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 in paper [2] . So far, we have proved the rationality of nadeh's extension principle under the viewpoint of category and have generalized the conclusion in paper [2] .
We can prove the following conclusion in a similar manner as Theorem 4.1. THEOREM 4.3. There exists a functor between the average fuzzy set category jZp and the set category SET. Moreover, :Fp is equivalent to SET1.
All above, we prove the rationalities of the extension principles defined in (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4).
